STATE Studio

Bright, 300m² hybrid event space boasting stunning glass and concrete architecture — located in the heart of Berlin.

EVENT SPACE
GALLERY
SHOWROOM
POP-UP STORE
WORKSHOP AND CONFERENCE HUB
STATE Studio is located in Kunsthaus H3 — a stunning new build development that demands attention with its exposed brick work and eye-catching red window overlooking the Kleistpark junction. Situated in the vibrant centre of Schöneberg, the industrial style metal and glass construction also features direct access to the Kleistpark underground station. This architectural masterpiece is located a stone’s throw away from Potsdamer Straße — one of Berlin’s most exciting gallery districts — directly opposite the Medienhaus of Berlin University of the Arts.
STATE Studio boasts two panoramic windows and 300m$^2$ of contemporary and versatile space.

**Ideal for a variety of events:**

- Workshops
- Brand Presentations
- Exhibitions
- Pop up Formats
- Fashion Events
- Film and Photographic Productions
- Board meetings
- Gala Events
- Branded Parties

and much more...
Ground Floor: Overview

Features

- 60m² exhibition space
- Flexible interior possibilities
- Elevator (barrier-free access)

Capacity

- 20 people seated
- Up to 50 people standing
The impressive entrance hall with its striking view into a bright and airy loft is both, functional and aesthetically appealing.

With its stark industrial charm, the window front functions as a showcase to the street offering possibilities for corporate facade designs.

The perfect layout for your

- Exhibition
- Photo or Video Production
- Gala Event
- Brand Presentation
First Floor: Overview

GALLERY & WORKSHOP

Features

- 110m² gallery space
- 40m² workshop space
- Flexible interior possibilities
- Elevator (barrier-free access)

Capacity

- Gallery: 90 people standing
- Workshop: 15 people seated
The 110 m² studio space is flooded with natural light to provide a bright and versatile backdrop for your events.

Features

- Projection area
- Elevator (barrier-free access)
- Restroom incl. Shower
- Kitchen facilities

Capacity

- 50 people seated
- 90 people standing

First Floor: Gallery
First Floor: Workshop

Both intimate and airy, the private workshop and meeting space features immediate kitchen and restroom access to enable a smooth workflow. The picturesque view of Kleistpark from within this unique creative space generates a positive atmosphere that is sure to make an impression on your clients.

Features

- 40m²
- Elevator (barrier-free access)
- Kitchen
- Restroom incl. Shower

Capacity

- 15 people seated (workshop setting)
- 25 people seated (conference setting)

Additional services

We are here to make your stay as smooth as possible and provide catering or a brown-bag lunch.
Below the ground floor you’ll find a neat and sleek 40m² basement.

**Features**

- 40m²
- Flexible storage and/or projection area
- Elevator (barrier-free access)
- Spacious ladies & gents restrooms
- Suitable for projects that require dim light or total blackout

**Capacity**

- 30 people standing
Additional Services

Tech & Facilities

From sound, light and video set ups to flip-charts and presentation kits, we provide you with the necessary equipment and on-site support to run a successful event.

Creatives

Our network of creatives comprises of DJs, VJs, bands and performers. Our interior designers decorate your event and we can provide photo and video documentation upon request.

Catering

STATE Studio offers customised catering packages from our handpicked network of experienced chefs and service staff.

Need more?

We are happy to help you with your event to bring your vision to life.
Interested? Get in touch!

STATE Studio
In Kunsthaus H3
Hauptstrasse 3
10827 Berlin

Contact for Studio Rentals
Veronika Natter
rentals@statefestival.org
+49 170 5650199
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